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Abstract

We present DIAL, a model of group dynamics and opinion dynamics. It features dialogues, in which agents gamble about reputation points. Intra-group radicalisation of opinions appears to be an emergent phenomenon. We position this model within the theoretical literature on opinion dynamics and social influence. Moreover, we investigate the effect of argumentation on group structure by simulation experiments. We compare runs of the model with varying influence of the outcome of debates on the reputation of the agents.
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Introduction

1.1 Social systems involve the interaction between large numbers of people, and many of these interactions relate to the shaping and changing of opinions. People acquire and adapt their opinions on the basis of the information they receive in communication with other people, mainly with the members of their own social network; moreover, this communication also shapes their network. We illustrate this with some examples.

1.2 Some people have radical opinions on how to deal with societal problems, for example, the climate and energy crisis or conflicts around the theme of immigration. "Radical" refers to strong or extreme convictions, and advocating reforms by direct and uncompromising methods. During a critical event, such as an accident in a nuclear reactor, a debate on the deportation of a young asylum seeker, or discussion on the solvency of an EU member state, opposing radical opinions are often broadcasted, which in recent years has been facilitated by social network sites, blogs and online posts. Opinions can have a strong impact, either being rejected or accepted by others, when they are transmitted through the social system.

1.3 If there are many interactions in a social system, unexpected cascades of interaction may emerge, facilitating for example the surprising revolutions in North Africa with the support of Facebook, and causing the near bankruptcy of Dexia after re-tweeted rumours on insolvency. 1 This is because in such social systems, the adoption of a particular opinion or product by a small group of people can trigger certain other people to adopt the opinion, which may create a cascade effect. However, also rejections of certain opinions or products may be aired. For example, a negative remark of Jeremy Clarkson (Top Gear) on electrical cars might hamper a successful diffusion.2 The latter example also illustrates that some people have more power to convince and a higher reputation than others, which can be partly an emergent property of the number of followers they have. These subsequent adoptions and rejections give rise to the formation of sometimes rivalling networks of people that unite in rejecting the other party.

1.4 Of particular interest are situations where groups of people with opposing opinions and attitudes emerge. Due to these network effects, personal opinions, preferences and cognitions may display a tendency to become more radical due to selective interactions, which translates in societal polarisation and conflict. These processes can be relatively harmless, like the ongoing tension between groups of Apple and Microsoft users, but such polarisation processes may get more serious, like the current opinions on whether to abandon or to support the Euro and the controversy about global warming. These social processes may even get totally out of control, causing violent acts by large groups, such as in civil wars or by small groups, such as the so-called Dîner killings.3

Germany and the Hofstad Network 4 in the Netherlands, or by individuals, such as the recent massacre in Utøya, Norway.

1.5 In these and other examples, people shape their beliefs based on the information they receive from other (groups of) people, that is, by downward causation. They are more likely to listen to and agree with reputable people who have a basic position close to their own position, and to reject the opinion of people having deviant opinions. They are motivated to utter an opinion, or to participate in a public debate, as a reaction on their own changing beliefs, resulting in upward causation. As a result, in this complex communication process, groups may often wander off towards more extreme positions, especially when a reputable leader emerges in such a group.

To model the process of argumentation, and study how this contributes to our understanding of opinion and group dynamics, we developed the agent-based model DIAL (The name is derived from Dialogue). In this paper, we present the model DIAL for opinion dynamics, we report about experiments with DIAL, and we draw some conclusions. Our main conclusion will be that DIAL shows that radicalisation in clusters emerges through extremisation of individual opinions in agents of normative conformity models, while it is prevented in informational conformity models. Here, normative conformity refers to agents conforming to positive expectancies of others, while informational conformity refers to agents accepting information from others as evidence about reality (Deutsch & Gerard 1955).

1.6 DIAL is a multi-agent simulation system with intelligent and social cognitive agents that can reason about other agents' beliefs. The main innovative features of DIAL are:

- Dialogue — agent communication is based on dialogues.
- Argumentation — opinions are expressed as arguments, that is, linguistic entities defined over a set of literals (rather than points on a line as in Social Judgement Theory [Sherif & Hovland 1961]).
- Game structure — agents play an argumentation game in order to convince other agents of their opinions. The outcome of a game is decided by vote of the surrounding agents.
- Reputation status — winning the dialogue game results in winning reputation status points.
- Social embedding — who interacts with whom is restricted by the strength of the social ties between the individual agents.
- Alignment of opinions — agents adopt opinions from other agents in their social network/social circle.

1.7 An earlier version of DIAL has been presented in Dykstra et al. (2009). An implementation of DIAL in NetLogo is available.5

1.8 DIAL captures interaction processes in a simple yet realistic manner by introducing debates about opinions in a social context. We provide a straightforward translation of degrees of beliefs and degrees of importance of opinions to claims and obligations regarding those opinions in a debate. The dynamics of these opinions elicituate other relevant phenomena such as social polarisation, extremism and multifrality. We shall show that DIAL features radicalisation as an emergent property under certain conditions, involving the role of whether opinions are updated according to normative redistribution or argumentative redistribution, spatial distribution, and reputation distribution.

1.9 The agents in DIAL reason about other agents' beliefs. This reasoning implies that a much more elaborate architecture for the agent's cognition is required than has been usual in agent-based models. Currently there is a growing interest in this type of intelligent agents (Wijermans et al. 2008, Zoethout & Jager 2009 Heilhout 2006), and considering the importance of dialogues for opinion change we expect that a more cognitive elaborated agent architecture will contribute to a deeper understanding of the processes guiding opinion and group dynamics.

1.10 Group formation is a social phenomenon observable everywhere. One of the earliest agent-based simulations, the Schelling model of segregation, shows how groups emerge from simple homophily preferences of agents (Schelling 1971). But groups are not only aggregations of agents according to some differentiating property. Groups have the important feature of possible radicalisation, a group-specific dynamic of opinions.

1.11 In DIAL, agents compete with each other in the collection of reputation points. We implement two ways of acquiring those points. The first way is by adapting to the environment; agents who are more similar to their environment collect more points than agents who are less similar. The second way is by winning debates about opinions.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we discuss theoretical work to position DIAL within a wider research context of social influence and social knowledge construction.
In Section 3 we present the framework of dialogical logic. In Section 4 we discuss the model implementation in NetLogo, which is followed by Section 5, in which we report experimental results about the influence of argumentation and the alignment of opinion on the social structure and the emergence of extreme opinions. Section 6 provides our interpretation of these results. In Section 7, we conclude and provide pointers for future research.

Theoretical Background

2.1 Our theoretical inspiration lies in the Theory of Reasoned Action (Ajzen & Fishbein 1980) and Social Judgement Theory (Sherif & Hovland 1961). The Theory of Reasoned Action defines an attitude as a sum of weighted beliefs. The sources of these beliefs are the social circle of the agent and the agent represents that other agents are more or less significant for an agent. We interpret beliefs as opinions, which is intuitive given the evaluative nature of beliefs. In our model an agent’s attitude is the sum of opinions of members of its social group, each having a distinctive importance.

2.2 Social Judgement Theory describes the conditions under which a change of attitudes takes place, with the intention to predict the direction and extent of that change. Jager & Ambillard (2004) demonstrated that the attitude structure of agents determines the occurrence of assimilation and contrast effects, which in turn cause a group of agents to reach consensus, to bipolarise, or to develop a number of subgroups. In this model, agents engage in social processes. However, the framework of Jager & Ambillard (2004) does not include a logic for reasoning about the different agents and opinions.

2.3 Carley’s social construction of knowledge proposes that knowledge is determined by communication dependent on an agent’s social group, while the social group is itself determined by the agents’ knowledge (Carley 1988; Carley et al. 2003). We follow Carley’s idea of constructivism:

"Constructivism is the theory that the social world and the personal cognitive world of the individual continuously evolve in a reflexive fashion. The individual’s cognitive structure (his knowledge base), his propensity to interact with other individuals, social structure, social meaning, social knowledge, and consensus are all being continuously constructed in a reflexive, recursive fashion as the individuals in the society interact in the process of moving through a series of tasks. [...] Central to the constructivist theory are the assumptions that individuals process and communicate information during interactions, and that the accrual of new information produces cognitive development, changes in the individuals’ cognitive structure." (Carley 1988, p.386)

2.4 In summary, agents’ beliefs are constructed from the beliefs of the agents they interact with. On the other hand, agents choose their social network on the basis of the similarity of beliefs. This captures the main principle of Festinger’s Social Comparison Theory (Festinger 1954), stating that people tend to socially compare especially with people who are similar to them. This phenomenon of “similarity attracts” has been demonstrated to apply in particular to the comparison of opinions and beliefs (Suls et al. 2002). Lazarsfeld & Menton (1954) use the term value homophily to address this process, stating that people tend to associate themselves with others sharing the same opinions and values. To capture this “similarity attracts” process in our model, we need to model the social construction of knowledge bi-directionally. Hence, agents in the model prefer to interact with agents having similar opinions.

2.5 The development of extremisation of opinions has also been topic of investigation in social simulation. There are different approaches, see for example (Franks et al. 2008; Deffuant et al. 2002; Deffuant 2006). Existing cognitive architectures offer an agent model with the capability of representing beliefs, but primarily knowledge is represented in the form of event-response pairs, each representing a perception of the external world and a behavioural reaction to it. We are interested in beliefs in the form of opinions rather than in actions and in social opinion formation rather than event knowledge.

2.6 What matters for our purposes are the socio-cognitive processes leading to a situation in which a group of agents see where opinions radicalise and out-groups are excluded. To model the emergence of a group ideology, we need agents that communicate with each other and are capable of reasoning about their own opinions and the opinions they believe other agents to have. The buoyant field of opinion dynamics investigates these radicalisation dynamics. As in group formation we also have homophily preferences, usually expressed in the “bounded confidence” (Hietu et al. 2008; Hegselmann & Krause 2002) of the agents. Bounded confidence means that influence between agents only occurs if their opinions are not too far apart, or one is vastly more confident of its opinion than the other.

2.7 The distinction between informational and normative conformity was introduced by Deutsch & Gerhard (1955). They define a normative social influence as an influence to conform with the positive expectations of another. By positive expectations, Deutsch and Gerhard mean to refer to those expectations whose fulfillment by another leads to or reinforces positive rather than negative feelings, and whose fulfillment leads to the opposite, namely to alienation rather than solidarity. Conformity to negative expectations, on the other hand, leads to or reinforces negative rather than positive feelings. This influence is implemented in DIAL by increasing (or decreasing) each cycle the reputation of all agents proportional to their similarity with their environment (the patches they are on). An informational social influence is defined by Deutsch and Gerhard as an influence to accept information obtained from another as evidence about reality. This is implemented by the adjustment of the reputation according to the outcome of debates about propositions.

2.8 Cialdini & Goldstein (2004) use this distinction between informational and normative conformity in their overview article on social influence. Motivated by (Kelman 2006; Kelman 1958), they add another process of social influence: compliance, referring to an agent’s acquiescence to an implicit or explicit request. Cialdini and Goldstein refer to a set of goals of compliance:

1. Accuracy: The goal of being accurate about vital facts.
2. Affiliation: The goal to have meaningful relations.
3. Maintaining a positive self-concept. One cannot adopt indefinitely all kinds of opinions. A consistent set of values has to remain intact for a positive self image.

2.9 These goals also have their origin in the work of Kelman where they are called: interests, relationships and identities (Kelman 2006).

2.10 For a more complex social reasoning architecture, see for example (Sun 2008; Breiger et al. 2003). The program “Constructs” is a social simulation architecture based on Carley’s work, see(Lawler & Carley 1996). There is also research concerning social knowledge directly. Helmhout et al. (2005) and Helmhout (2006), for example, call this kind of knowledge Social Constructs. Neither their agents, nor the agents in (Sun 2008; Breiger et al. 2003), have real reasoning capabilities, in particular they lack higher-order social knowledge (Verbrugge 2009; Verbrugge & Møl 2008).

2.11 Representing beliefs in the form of a logic of knowledge and belief seems well suited for the kind of higher-order reasoning we need to represent, see for example (Fagin & Halpern 1987). The most prevalent logic approaches for multi-agent reasoning are either game-theoretic, for example, (van Benthem 2001), or based on modal logic, for example, (Walton & Krabbe 1999; Broersen et al. 2008). Neither of these logic approaches is well suited for agent-based simulation due to the assumption of perfect rationality, which brings with it the necessity for unlimited computational power.

2.12 This “perfect rationality and logical omniscience” problem was solved by the introduction of the concept of bounded rationality and the Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) agent (Bratman 1987; Rao & Geauff 1995; Rao & Geauff 1991). The BDI agent has been used successfully in the computer sciences and artificial intelligence, in particular for tasks involving planning. See (Durin-Kaplicz, B. & Verbrugge 2010, Chapter 2) for a discussion of such bounded awareness. Learning in a game-theoretical context has been studied by (Macy & Flache 2002). There are extensions to the basic BDI agent, such as BOID (Broersen et al. 2001a; Broersen et al. 2001b), integrating knowledge of obligations. There is also work on a socially embedded BDI agent, for example (Sudaglia et al. 2009), and on agents that use dialogue to persuade and inform one another (Dignum et al. 2001).

2.13 In recent years in the social sciences, there has been a lot of interest in agents’ reputation as a means to influence other agents’ opinions, for example in the context of games (Brandt et al. 2003). McNeeath (2003) notes that in such games, an agent’s reputation serves to protect him from attacks in future conflicts. In the context of agent-based modelling, Sabater-Mir et al. (2008) have also investigated the importance of agents’ reputations, noting that “reputation incentives cooperation and norm abiding and discourages defection and free-riding, handing out to nice guys a weapon for punishing transgressors by cooperating at a meta-level, i.e. at the level of information exchange”, see also (Conte & Paolucci 2003). This description copues norms with information exchange, in which, for example, agents may punish others who do not share their opinion. We will incorporate the concept of reputation as an important component of our model DIAL.

The model DIAL

3.1 In this section, we present the model DIAL. First we mention the main ingredients: agents, statements, reputation points, and the topic space. Then we elaborate on the dynamics of DIAL, treating the repertoire of actions of the agents and the environment, and the resulting dialogue games.

Ingredients of DIAL

3.2 DIAL is inhabited with social agents. The goal of an agent is to maximize its reputation points. An agent can increase its number of reputation points by uttering statements and winning debates. They will attack utterances of other agents if they think they can win the debate, and they will make statements that they think they can defend successfully.

3.3 Agents are located in a topic space where they may travel. Topic space is more than a (typically linear) ordering of opinions between (typically) two extreme opinions. On the one hand, it is a physical playground for the agents; on the other hand, its points carry opinions. The points in topic space ‘learn’ from the utterances of the agents in their neighbourhood in a similar way as agents...
learn from each other. In DIAL, topic space is modeled as two-dimensional Euclidean space. It serves three functions:

1. Agents move towards the most similar other agent(s) in its neighbourhood. The distance between two agents can be considered as a measure for their social relation: this results in a model for social dynamics. Moving around in topic space results in changing social relations.
2. The topic space is also a medium through which the utterances of the agents travel. The louder an utterance, the wider its spatial range. The local loudness of an utterance is determined by the product of the speaker’s reputation, the square root of the distance to the speaker’s position and a global parameter.
3. Moreover, the points in the topic space carry the public opinions: they learn from the utterances of the agents in their neighbourhood in a similar way as agents learn from each other, using the acceptance function A defined in Appendix B. While agents decide to accept an utterance from another agent based on their relation with the speaker and its reputation, accept or ignore it, or remember it for a future personal attack on the speaker, the acceptance by the topic space is unconditionally, anonymous and without criticism. Opinions are gradually forgotten during each cycle. Evidence and importance of each proposition gradually converge to their neutral value (0.5, meaning no evident opinion).

As a consequence of their moving to similar others, agents tend to cluster together. By the learning mechanism of the points in the topic space, the location of a cluster acquires the same opinions as its inhabitants. This leads to a ‘home’ location for the agents in the cluster where they feel comfortable. The clusters have no exclusive membership: an agent may be at the centre of a cluster, at its border or even in the overlap of two clusters.

3.4 Topic space differs from physical space in the following respects.

1. An agent can only be at one physical place at the same time, but it can hold completely different positions in two independent topic spaces. So for independent topics we can meaningfully have separate spaces, which enables complete independence of movement of opinion.
2. For more complex topics we can have more than two dimensions, if we want our agents to have more mental freedom.

Dynamics of DIAL

3.5 A run of DIAL is a sequence of cycles. During a cycle, each agent chooses and performs one of several actions. After the actions of the agents, the cycle ends with actions of the environment. The choice is determined by the agent’s opinions and its (recollection of the) perception of its environment.

3.6 To model their social beliefs adequately, the agents need to be able to

1. reason about their own and other agents’ beliefs;
2. communicate these beliefs to other agents;
3. revise their belief base; and
4. establish and break social ties.

The possible actions that an agent can perform are:

- move to another place;
- announce a statement;
- attack a statement of another agent made in an earlier cycle;
- defend a statement against an attack made in an earlier cycle;
- change its opinion based on learning;
- change its opinion in a random way.

3.7 The actions of announcing, attacking and defending a statement are called utterances. See Figure 1.

Figure 1: Flowchart of the main agent actions. The opinion change actions are left out of this flowchart for simplicity reasons.
3.15

The belief of an agent: two representations

3.16

In the previous subsection, we have introduced an announcement of an agent as a triple \((S, p, r)\) where \(S\) is a statement and \((p, r)\) is a position in the pay-reward space \(p \in [0, 1]\) and \(r \in [0, 1]^{2}\). However, this function is not defined in terms of pay-reward parameters, but instead in terms of evidence-importance parameters, which system will be explained in the next subsection. So \(A\) has two (4, 4) pairs as input (one from the announcer and one from the receiver) and combines them into a resulting (4, 4) pair. The evidence of the result only depends on the evidence of the inputs, while the importance of the result depends on the full inputs. The definition of \(A\) and its properties are discussed in Appendix B. We will show that the evidence-importance parameter space is equivalent to the pay-reward space, but evidence-importance parameter space provides a more natural specification of an agent’s opinion than the pay-reward space, which is especially adequate for dealing with the consequences of winning and losing dialogues in terms of reputation.

3.15

The acceptance function is used in DIAL in a weighted form: the more an agent has heard about a subject, the less influential announcements about that subject become on the cognitive state of the agent.

The belief of an agent: two representations

3.16

In the previous subsection, we have introduced an announcement of an agent as a triple \((S, p, r)\) where \(S\) is a statement and \((p, r)\) is a position in the pay-reward space \(p \in [0, 1]\) and \(r \in [0, 1]^{2}\). However, this function is not defined in terms of pay-reward parameters, but instead in terms of evidence-importance parameters, which system will be explained in the next subsection. So \(A\) has two (4, 4) pairs as input (one from the announcer and one from the receiver) and combines them into a resulting (4, 4) pair. The evidence of the result only depends on the evidence of the inputs, while the importance of the result depends on the full inputs. The definition of \(A\) and its properties are discussed in Appendix B. We will show that the evidence-importance parameter space is equivalent to the pay-reward space, but evidence-importance parameter space provides a more natural specification of an agent’s opinion than the pay-reward space, which is especially adequate for dealing with the consequences of winning and losing dialogues in terms of reputation.
4.5

4.4

3.19

3.17

Pay and reward are related to two more intrinsic epistemic concepts: the evidence (e) an agent has in favour of a statement and the importance (r) it attaches to that statement. We will use these parameters as dimensions of the evidence-importance space (to be distinguished from the pay-reward space). The evidence e is the ratio between an agent’s positive and negative evidence for a statement S. An evidence value of 1 means an agent is absolutely convinced of S. An evidence value of 0 means an agent is absolutely convinced of the opposite of S. No clue at all is represented by 0.5. An importance value of 0 means a statement is unimportant and 1 means very important. Importance is expressed by the sum of both odds. This means the more important an issue the higher the odds. In formula:

\[ e = \frac{p}{p + r} \]

\[ r = \frac{p + r}{2} \]

(In the unlikely case that \( p = r = 0 \), we define \( e = 0.5 \).)

Conversely, we can compute the \( (p, r) \)-values from an \( (e, \xi) \)-pair

\[ p = 2 \cdot e \cdot \xi \]

\[ r = 2 \cdot \xi \cdot (1 - e) \]

This is illustrated with the computation of the \( (e, \xi) \)-values of the \( (p, r) \)-points \( A_1, A_2, A_3 \) in the table in Figure 2.

3.18

Since the reasoning capabilities of our agents are bounded, we need some form of generalization. Verheij (2000) suggests that in a courtroom context, argumentation can be modelled by defeasible logic and empirical generalisation may be treated using default logic. Prakken et al. (2003) provide a review of argumentation schemes with generalisation. We made communication efficient by providing agents with the capability to generalise by assuming a specific opinion to be representative of the agents in the neighbourhood. When an agent meets another previously unknown agent, it assumes that the other agent has beliefs similar to what is believed in its environment. This rule is justified by the homophily principle (Suls et al. 2002; Festinger 1954; Lazarsfeld & Merton 1954), which makes it more likely that group members have a similar opinion.

3.19

Much work has been done on the subject of trust starting with (Lehrer & Wagner 1981), which has been embedded in a Bayesian model in (Hartmann & Sprenger 2010). Parsons et al. (2011) present a model in an argumentational context. Our message-protocol frees us from the need to assume a trustrelation between the receiver and the sender of a message, because the sender guarantees its trustworthiness with the pay-value \( p \). We want the announcement of defensible opinions to be a profitable action. So an agent should be rewarded \( r \) when it successfully defends its announcements against attacks.

The Implementation of DIAL

4.1

As we mentioned in the Introduction, we have implemented DIAL in NetLogo. In this section, we elaborate on some implementation issues.

4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

The outcome of a program run can be visualized in the interface of NetLogo. Here we present the values of the importance and the evidence parameters. When an agent utters a statement that is not attacked, or the agent wins the debate about a statement, the accordance between the agent and its environment increases. If that statement was different from the ruling opinion in that area, it
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will be visualized as a bright or a dark cloud around the agent in the evidence pane of the user interface of NetLogo. In the importance pane, a dark cloud will appear around an agent when it uttered a statement that is in agreement with the environment, indicating that this statement loses importance because the agents agree on it. If, however, the uttered statement is in conflict with the ruling opinion, the colour of the surrounding cloud will become brighter, indicating a conflict area. Those conflicts appear at the borders between dark and bright clusters. A statement made will be slowly ‘forgotten’ and the cloud will fade away as time passes, unless a statement is repeated.

4.6 Most of the runs reach a stable configuration, where the parameters vary only slightly around a mean value. It appears that most parameters mainly influence the number of cycles needed to reach a stable configuration, and only in a lesser degree the type of the configuration. Figure 4 and Figure 5 illustrate two types of stable states: A segregated configuration and an authoritarian configuration. Agents are represented by circles.

- Segregated Configuration. In Figure 4, there are two clusters of agents: the blacks and the whites. Both are divided into smaller cliques of more similar agents. There is also a small cluster of 5-6 yellow agents in the center with a more loose connection than the former clusters. When the mutual distance is greater, the opinions differ more. Differences in RP are not very large. The number of different opinions is reduced; the extreme ones become dominant, but the importance, reflecting the need to argue about those opinions, drops within the black and white clusters. However, in the yellow cluster the average importance is high.
- Authoritarian Configuration. In Figure 5 only four agents have almost all the RP points and the other agents do not have enough status to make or to attack a statement. As a consequence, there are hardly any clusters, so there is no one to go to, except for the dictator or opinion leader in whose environment opinions are of minor importance. However, the distribution of opinions in the minds of the agents and their importance has hardly changed since the beginning of the runs. In this case the RP values become extreme.

4.7 It turns out that the choice of reputation redistribution is the most important factor in the outcome of the simulation runs. If Normative Redistribution is applied, then a segregated configuration will be the result. If Argumentative Redistribution is applied, the result tends to be an authoritarian configuration. We may paraphrase this as follows. When argumentation is considered important in the agent society, an authoritarian society will emerge with strong leaders, a low group segregation and a variety in opinions. When normativity is the most rewarding component in reputation status, a segregated society emerges with equality in reputation, segregation, and extremism of opinions.

4.8 In the next section we discuss more experiments and their results, aimed at investigating the effects of the choice between normative and argumentative redistribution and of other parameters on the emergence of segregated- and authoritarian-type societies.

Simulation experiments

5.1 In this section we investigate the results of several simulation experiments, focusing on possible causal relations between the parameters. First we explain how the dependent (output, response or endogeneous) parameters are computed. Then we take a look at how individual agents change their opinion, and we investigate what determines the belief components and their distribution by looking at the correlation between the simulation parameters. This information combined with a principal component analysis justifies the construction of a flowchart representing the causal relations.

5.2 In our experiments a run consists of 200-5000 consecutive cycles. If the independent parameters are not changed by the user, the situation becomes stable after 200-500 cycles. We experimented with 25 - 2000 agents in a run. It turns out that the number of agents is not relevant for the outcome of the experiments. We use 80 agents in the runs we performed for the pictures for
5.3 We shall focus on six dependent parameters related to reputation, evidence and importance. We are not only interested in average values, but also in their distribution. We measure the degree of distribution by computing the Gini coefficient with the formula developed by Deaton:

\[ Gini(X) = \frac{n + 1}{n - 1} \frac{2 \sum_{i=1}^{n} i \cdot X_i}{n(n - 1)} \]

Here \( X = X_1, \ldots, X_n \) is a sequence of \( n \) values, sorted in reversed order, with mean value \( \bar{X} \); see (Deaton 1997). The Gini coefficient ranges between 0 and 1: the lower the coefficient, the more evenly the values are distributed.

5.4 The dependent parameters of the runs that we shall consider in the experiments are:
- Reputation Distribution: the Gini-coefficient of the reputation of the agents;
- Spatial Distribution: the Gini-coefficient of the evidence of the locations in the topic space;
- Average Belief: the mean value of the evidence of the agents;
- Belief Distribution: the Gini-coefficient of the evidence of the agents;
- Average Importance: the mean value of the importance of the agents;
- Importance Distribution: the Gini-coefficient of the importance of the agents.

5.5 The parameters 3-4 reflect the belief state of the agents and are for that reason referred to as belief parameters. The values of the independent parameters which remain unchanged during the experiment are listed in Table 1. See Appendix C for an explanation of their meaning.

Some typical runs

5.6 We begin with some typical runs to illustrate the behaviour of the dependent parameters in the four extreme situations with respect to Normative Redistribution and Argumentative Redistribution.

5.7 In Figure 6, 7, 8 and 9, we show the development of the dependent parameters for the extreme parameter values for normative and argumentative redistribution. In Figure 6 neither Normative Redistribution nor Argumentative Redistribution is active. The attentive reader might expect a black horizontal line for Reputation Distribution, because none of the introduced factors that influence reputation are supposed to be active. However there is a nonzero parameter, lack-of-principle-penalty, which prescribes a reputation penalty for agent who change their opinion. These changes in reputation cause an increase in Reputation Distribution. In Figure 7 and Figure 8 only Normative Redistribution respectively Argumentative Redistribution is active, and in Figure 9 both Normative Redistribution and Argumentative Redistribution are active.

---

Figure 6: Neither Normative Redistribution nor Argumentative Redistribution.

Figure 7: Only Normative Redistribution.

Figure 8: Only Argumentative Redistribution.

---

reasons of esthetics and clarity.
We see that in all these extreme situations, Spatial Distribution and Average Belief tend to rise, while Belief Distribution and Average Importance tend to decrease. Moreover, Reputation Distribution rises in the beginning from a start value of about 0.2 to a value close to 0.5. This may be attributed to an initial process of strengthening of inequality; agents with high reputation gain, those with low reputation lose.

However, we see a clear distinction between the situations with high and with low Normative Redistribution. If Normative Redistribution is high, then Reputation Distribution decreases after the initial rise, while Importance Distribution fluctuates around an intermediate value and Spatial Distribution and Average Belief rise to values near 1. The relative instability of Importance Distribution may be related to the low level of Average Importance. These societies qualify as 'segmented', as explained in Section 4.

If Normative Redistribution is low, Reputation Distribution rises steadily, and Importance Distribution decreases slowly, while Spatial Distribution, Average Belief, Belief Distribution and Average Importance tend to less extreme values than in the high Normative Redistribution case. These are authoritarian-type societies.

### Individual Changes of Opinion

So far, we have only seen plots of global parameters, but what happens to individual agents during a run? Do they frequently change their opinion or not? We present plots of the change in evidence during two runs, one with Normative Redistribution resulting in a segregated society, and one with Argumentative Redistribution resulting in an authoritarian society. There are 60 agents. Each agent is represented by a curve in the plots, which is coloured according to its initial opinion. The rainbow-colours range from red (evidence = 0) via orange, yellow, green, and blue to purple (evidence = 1).
5.12 In a segregated configuration (Figure 10), the evidence of the agents tends to drift towards the values 0 and 1. The population becomes divided into two clusters with occasionally an agent migrating from one cluster to the other, i.e. changing its opinion in a number of steps.

5.13 In an authoritarian configuration (Figure 11), the driving forces towards the extremes of the evidence scale seem to be dissolved. Occasionally, agents change their opinion in rigid steps. But there is a force that pulls the evidence towards the centre with a constant speed. This is the result of a process of forgetting, which is more or less in balance with the process of extremization. The agents are uniformly distributed over the complete spectrum of opinion values.

5.14 These pictures correspond to the consensus/polarization-diagrams in Hegselmann & Krause (2002). They describe segregation as caused by attraction and repulsion forces between agents with similar, respectively more distinct opinions. In our simulation model the segregation is similar; however, in contrast to Hegselmann & Krause (2002), the forces are not simply assumed, but instead they emerge in our model from the dynamics of the agents’ communication.

5.15 We have seen that changing the independent parameters influences the dependent parameters, and we suggested some explanations for the observed facts. But are our suggestions correct? Is it the case that the independent parameters control Reputation Distribution and/or Spatial Distribution, which on their turn influence the belief parameters? Or could it be the other way around: are Reputation Distribution and Spatial Distribution influenced through the belief parameters Average Belief through Importance Distribution?

5.16 Our claim is that the causal relations are as shown in Figure 12. We list some specific conjectures:

1. Argumentative Redistribution influences Reputation Distribution positively and Spatial Distribution negatively.
2. Reputation Distribution influences Average Belief negatively and Average Importance positively.
3. Spatial Distribution influences Average Belief positively and Average Importance negatively.

5.17 We will test these conjectures on the data from a larger experiment. Initially, we performed runs of 200 cycles with 21 different values (viz. 0, 0.05, 0.1, ..., 0.95, 1) for each of the independent parameters force-of-Norms and force-of-Arguments, computing the six dependent parameters. The outcomes suggested that most interesting phenomena occur in the interval [0, 0.1] of force-of-Norms. We therefore decreased the stepsize in that interval to 0.005, so the force-of-Norms value set is (0, 0.005, 0.01, ..., 0.095, 0.10, 0.15, ..., 0.95, 1). The evidence and importance values of the agents are randomly chosen at the start of a run, and so are the positions of the agents in the topic space. All other parameters are fixed for all runs and are as in Table 1.

5.18 Since we have two independent parameters, each run can be associated with a point inside the square described by the points (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1), (1, 0). This allows us to plot the values of the dependent parameters in 3d-plots. For each dependent parameter a plot is given, with the x-y-plane (ground plane) representing the independent parameters, and the vertical z-axis representing
the value of the parameter in question. The colouring ranges from green (low) via yellow (medium) to white (high); the other colours are shades.

Figure 13: Reputation Distribution.
Figure 14: Spatial Distribution.

Figure 15: Average Belief.
Figure 16: Belief Distribution.

Figure 17: Average Importance.
5.19 In all Figures 13 to 18, a significant difference can be noticed between the area with low Normative Redistribution (i.e. force-of-Norms values in the range $[0, 0.1]$) and the rest. These regions correspond with an authoritarian type and a segregated type, respectively. Surprisingly, the level of Argumentative Redistribution does not seem to be of great influence.

5.20 Reputation Distribution is high (i.e. uneven distribution) when Normative Redistribution is low, and low when Normative Redistribution is high (Figure 13). The same holds for Belief Distribution (Figure 16) and Average Importance (Figure 17), but to a lesser extent. The reverse holds for Spatial Distribution, Average Belief and Importance Distribution (Figures 14, 15 and 18).

5.21 The bumpy area in Figure 18 reflects the same phenomenon as shown by the unstable Importance Distribution parameter in the Figures 7 and 9 and is a result of the low Average Importance.

5.22 To compare segregated type and authoritarian type runs, we distinguish two disjoint subsets: the subset with low Normative Redistribution (force-of-Norms in $[0, 0.085]$), containing the authoritarian type runs) and the subset with high Normative Redistribution (force-of-Norms in $[0.15, 1]$), containing the segregated type runs. Each subset contains $18 \times 21 = 378$ runs. The boxplot of these subsets is given in Figure 19. It shows that both subsets differ in the value range of the dependent parameters. For all dependent parameters we see that the central quartiles (i.e. the boxes) do not have any overlap. A Welch Two Sample t-test on the Importance Distribution values of both subsets gives a p-value of 0.000007, which is smaller than 0.05. This means that the probability that both value subsets have the same mean and that deviation between the average value of both subsets is based on coincidence is smaller than 0.05. Therefore, both subsets should be considered different. For the other parameters the p-values are even smaller.

5.23 This confirms what we have already seen in the previous sample runs (Figures 7 to 8): Spatial Distribution is higher and Reputation Distribution lower in the segregated type runs. Moreover, Average Belief, Belief Distribution and Average Importance are more extreme than in the low Normative Redistribution runs, which is coherent with the difference between segregated and authoritarian type runs.

5.24 To compare the segregated type and authoritarian type runs, we distinguish two disjoint subsets: the subset with low Normative Redistribution (force-of-Norms in $[0, 0.085]$), containing the authoritarian type runs) and the subset with high Normative Redistribution (force-of-Norms in $[0.15, 1]$), containing the segregated type runs. Each subset contains $18 \times 21 = 378$ runs. The boxplot of these subsets is given in Figure 19. It shows that both subsets differ in the value range of the dependent parameters. For all dependent parameters we see that the central quartiles (i.e. the boxes) do not have any overlap. A Welch Two Sample t-test on the Importance Distribution values of both subsets gives a p-value of 0.000007, which is smaller than 0.05. This means that the probability that both value subsets have the same mean and that deviation between the average value of both subsets is based on coincidence is smaller than 0.05. Therefore, both subsets should be considered different. For the other parameters the p-values are even smaller.

5.23 This confirms what we have already seen in the previous sample runs (Figures 7 to 8): Spatial Distribution is higher and Reputation Distribution lower in the segregated type runs. Moreover, Average Belief, Belief Distribution and Average Importance are more extreme than in the low Normative Redistribution runs, which is coherent with the difference between segregated and authoritarian type runs.

Figure 18: Importance Distribution.

Figure 19: Boxplot comparing low Normative Redistribution (authoritarian type, left hand side) and high Normative Redistribution (segregated type, right hand side). With the exception of Average Importance, all parameters have more extreme values in the high Normative Redistribution part.
To give a better idea about the correlation between the independent and dependent parameters, we present pairwise plots of all the parameters. Each tile (except those on the main diagonal) in the square of 64 tiles in the Figures 20 to 23 represents the correlation plot of two parameters. One dot for each of the runs of the considered subset. An idea about the value of the independent parameters of each dot is given by its colour. The colours range from red, for low values, to blue, for high values.

Figures 20 and 21 represent the data of the low force-of-Norms (authoritarian type) subset, and Figures 22 and 23 represent the data of the high force-of-Norms (segregated type) subset. Each tile in the square of 64 tiles in the Figures 20 to 23 represents the combination of two parameters, and contains one dot for each of the 378 runs of the considered subset. The colour of a dot corresponds with the value of either force-of-Norms or force-of-Arguments, and ranges from red (low value) via orange, yellow, green, blue to purple (high value).

Figure 20: Low Normative Redistribution (force-of-Norms in [0,0.085]), colouring corresponds to Normative Redistribution.
Correlation in Low (0-0.1) force-of-Norms dataset (colours = force-of-Arguments)
5.26 When the dots in a square form a line shape in the south-west to north-east direction, the plotted parameters have a positive correlation. The correlation is negative when the line shape runs from north-west to south-east. The narrower the line is, the higher the correlation. The absence of correlation is reflected in an amorphous distribution of dots over the square.

5.27 We see that the negative correlation between Average Belief and Belief Distribution is very high in both datasets, suggesting that both parameters express the same property. The consequence is that the fifth and sixth column (and the fifth and sixth row) mirror each other.

5.28 Figure 20 and Figure 21 show that Normative Redistribution (i.e. force-of-Norms) correlates with all dependent parameters. For Argumentative Redistribution (force-of-Arguments) there are no such correlations. This confirms our impression from Figures 13 to 18, that Argumentative Redistribution has very little influence on the state described by the six dependent parameters.

5.29 A difference between low and high Normative Redistribution is that the correlation between the dependent parameters is weaker when Normative Redistribution is high (with a few exceptions). It is also remarkable that while combinations of high Reputation Distribution and high Average Belief are possible for low Normative Redistribution, it is not possible to have the opposite: low Reputation Distribution and low Average Belief. This asymmetry suggests that Reputation Distribution itself has a positive influence on Average Belief – which seems natural – for low Normative Redistribution.

5.30 The matrices in Figure 24 and Figure 25 show the correlation between all parameters. They confirm the conjectures that we formulated above, viz.

Figure 23: High Normative Redistribution (force-of-Norms in \([0.15, 1]\)), colouring corresponds to Argumentative Redistribution.

Figure 24: Correlation in High (0.1-1) force-of-Norms dataset (colours = force-of-Norms)

Figure 25: Correlation in High (0.1-1) force-of-Norms dataset (colours = force-of-Arguments)
1. Argumentative Redistribution influences Reputation Distribution positively and Spatial Distribution negatively.
2. Reputation Distribution influences Average Belief negatively and Average Importance positively.
3. Spatial Distribution influences Average Belief positively and Average Importance negatively.

The correlation matrices also show a strong negative correlation between Average Belief and Belief Distribution (0.99). Moreover, there is a negative correlation between Average Importance and Importance Distribution (-0.80) when Normative Redistribution is low. This supports our most important conclusion, namely that a strong Average Belief and low Average Importance imply a uneven distribution of these values among the agents. Exactly this is the cause of the emergence of extreme opinions in this model.

When we look at the relation between the belief and importance parameters, we see the strongest correlation (0.71) between Average Belief and Importance Distribution, while the weakest correlation (-0.50) is between Belief Distribution and Average Importance. This bond between belief and importance is a result of the rule that the repetition of a statement increases its evidence, but decreases its importance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Normative Redistribution</th>
<th>Argumentative Redistribution</th>
<th>Spatial Distribution</th>
<th>Reputation Distribution</th>
<th>Average Belief</th>
<th>Belief Distribution</th>
<th>Average Importance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Argumentative Redistribution</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.016</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>-0.93</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial Distribution</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-0.93</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reputation Distribution</td>
<td>-0.93</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-0.51</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Belief</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>-0.69</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief Distribution</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-0.64</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>-0.99</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>-0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Importance</td>
<td>-0.79</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>-0.77</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>-0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance Distribution</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
<td>-0.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 24: Correlation of the parameters when Normative Redistribution is low.

In an attempt to visualize the causal relations between the parameters, we draw two correlation maps: Figures 26 and 27, based on the correlation matrices. Now correlation between two variables may indicate causation, but the direction of causation is unknown. Therefore we only draw arrows (indicating a possibly causal relation) from independent parameters: in all other cases, we draw only lines. Thickness of the lines is proportional to the correlation. Black lines indicate positive correlation; negative correlation is denoted by red lines.

It turns out that, when Normative Redistribution is low (Figure 26), all dependent variables depend on just one independent variable, viz. Normative Redistribution. So we have in fact a one-dimensional system. Argumentative Redistribution has a minor positive influence on Reputation Distribution. When Normative Redistribution is high (Figure 27), its influence is low, and the correlation of Normative Redistribution with all variables except Reputation Distribution has a changed sign in comparison with the low Normative Redistribution runs. Not all correlations are weakened however: the correlation between Reputation Distribution and Average Belief and Belief Distribution is stronger than in the low Normative Redistribution case. The correlation map suggests that the chain of causes starts with Normative Redistribution, which influences Reputation Distribution, which in its turn influences Average Belief and Belief Distribution; and they influence Average Importance, Importance Distribution and Spatial Distribution.

Figure 25: Correlation of the parameters when Normative Redistribution is high.

Correlation Maps

In an attempt to visualize the causal relations between the parameters, we draw two correlation maps: Figures 26 and 27, based on the correlation matrices. Now correlation between two variables may indicate causation, but the direction of causation is unknown. Therefore we only draw arrows (indicating a possibly causal relation) from independent parameters: in all other cases, we draw only lines. Thickness of the lines is proportional to the correlation. Black lines indicate positive correlation; negative correlation is denoted by red lines.

It turns out that, when Normative Redistribution is low (Figure 26), all dependent variables depend on just one independent variable, viz. Normative Redistribution. So we have in fact a one-dimensional system. Argumentative Redistribution has a minor positive influence on Reputation Distribution. When Normative Redistribution is high (Figure 27), its influence is low, and the correlation of Normative Redistribution with all variables except Reputation Distribution has a changed sign in comparison with the low Normative Redistribution runs. Not all correlations are weakened however: the correlation between Reputation Distribution and Average Belief and Belief Distribution is stronger than in the low Normative Redistribution case. The correlation map suggests that the chain of causes starts with Normative Redistribution, which influences Reputation Distribution, which in its turn influences Average Belief and Belief Distribution; and they influence Average Importance, Importance Distribution and Spatial Distribution.
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5.35 For the following observation we introduce the concept of a correlated triplet. This is a set of three parameters where all three pairs are correlated. It is expected that the number of negative correlations in a correlated triplet is either 0 or 2. To see this, imagine a correlated triplet \{(A, B, C)\} when \(A\) and \(B\) are negatively correlated and also \(B\) and \(C\), it seems plausible that \(A\) and \(C\) are positively correlated; so three negative correlations are very unlikely. Similarly, suppose \(A\) and \(B\) are positively correlated and also \(B\) and \(C\); now it seems plausible that \(A\) and \(C\) positively correlated; so exactly one negative correlation is unlikely, too. We observe that all correlation triplets in Figure 26 obey this restriction.

5.36 However, when Normative Redistribution is high (Figure 27) there are two correlation triplets where all correlations are negative, viz.

\[ \{ \text{Normative Redistribution, Reputation Distribution, Spatial Distribution} \} \quad \text{and} \quad \{ \text{Normative Redistribution, Reputation Distribution, Average Belief} \} \]

This is only possible if the correlations are very weak. This may explain why the influence of the force-of-Norms is surprisingly low when its value is high. All arrows leaving from force-of-Norms are much thinner than in Figure 26. The force-of-Norms value seems to have reached a kind of saturation level meaning that a stronger force-of-Norms does not have a stronger output.

5.37 We observe a very strong negative correlation between Average Belief and Belief Distribution. The correlation is so strong that it seems that both parameters are recorders of the same phenomenon, but this is not the case. It would be very well possible to have a simulation state with low Average Belief and low Belief Distribution, or a state with high levels for both parameters, but this never happens as can be seen in Figure 7 to 8. A similar negative correlation exists between Average Importance and Importance Distribution. This correlation is also non-trivial, and so is the positive correlation between Belief Distribution and Average Importance.

5.38 Since Belief Distribution is positively correlated to Average Importance, it follows that Average Belief and Importance Distribution are also positively correlated. And by a similar consequence, Average Belief and Average Importance are negatively correlated, and so are Belief Distribution and Importance Distribution. The correlation between Average Belief and Belief Distribution mirrors the correlation between Average Importance and Importance Distribution. In addition to that, we have the negative correlation between Spatial Distribution and Reputation Distribution. Spatial Distribution has a positive correlation with Average Belief and with Importance Distribution.

5.39 This correlation maps of Figures 26 and 27 raise the following question:

Is there a hidden factor that makes Normative Redistribution lose and invert its influence?

Searching for a hidden factor

5.40 If there are hidden factors, the question is: how many? In an attempt to answer this question, we applied Principal Component Analysis (as embodied in the FactoMineR package of R: Lê et al. (2008)).

5.41 Figure 28 shows the percentage of the variance that can be explained by the different parameters, assuming the existence of 8 latent parameters (as is usual). The plots show that for low Normative Redistribution (left) only the first principal component is really important; it explains 64% of the total variance. For high Normative Redistribution the importance of the main component decreases, and four auxiliary components become more important as explaining factors.

5.42 Applying Principal Component Analysis, which is a form of Factor Analysis, is justified by a Bartlett test, a Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin test and the Root Mean Square errors (of the correlation residuals). The p-value of the hypothesis that two factors are sufficient for low Normative Redistribution (and 4 factors for high Normative Redistribution) is lower than 0.05. The Root Mean Square for both datasets are also below 0.05. The norm for the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin test is that values have to be higher than 0.5, which is the case for both datasets. The results are given in Table 2.

Table 2: Justification tests for Principal Component Analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>low Normative Redistribution</th>
<th>High Normative Redistribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>factors for Bartlett test</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value Bartlett</td>
<td>3.27e-58</td>
<td>1.41e-112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMO</td>
<td>0.70682</td>
<td>0.65696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>0.045764</td>
<td>0.011741</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Principal components are the already known independent parameters. The component is to a degree synonymous with Importance Distribution and the fourth component is Argumentative Redistribution, which is highly independent of the other parameters. So the other dependencies in DIAL.

That emerge in this situation, depend only on the peculiarities of the underlying game. Principal component analysis reveals a possible explanatory component (causing force) for these dependencies in DIAL.

Now we want to know the identity of these components. For the low Normative Redistribution case we know that Normative Redistribution is the most important factor, and therefore it is likely that Normative Redistribution and the first principal component are actually the same. The dependent parameters can be retrieved from the calculated components is revealed in the factor maps of Figure 31. The factor loadings for the Principal Component Analysis of both datasets are given in Table 4.

How the dependent parameters can be retrieved from the calculated components is revealed in the factor maps of Figure 31. The factor loadings for the Principal Component Analysis of both datasets are given in Table 4.

5.43 The left factor map of Figure 31 confirms this idea. The dependent variables are correlated with two latent components. High correlation with one component is expressed as an arrow in the direction of that component. If both components are equally important for the dependent parameter, the arrow has an angle of 45° with both component axes. We see that the first component positively influences Normative Redistribution, Spatial Distribution, Importance Distribution and Average Belief, while it influences Belief Distribution, Average Importance and Reputation Distribution negatively. We may conclude that the first component is in fact Normative Redistribution and the second component is Argumentative Redistribution, which has only a weak influence on Reputation Distribution and Average Importance.

5.44 When Normative Redistribution is high, the right factor map of Figure 31 shows that Normative Redistribution is negatively correlated with the second principal component. The first component, which explains twice the amount of variance in comparison with the second component, is Belief Distribution (or negatively: Average Belief). So the first component is a true latent parameter, and it corresponds highly with Belief Distribution. However it is not the same parameter, because Belief Distribution is a dependent parameter and the newly found latent parameter is an independent parameter (causing factor). Therefore we will name this latent independent parameter Pluriformity. This expresses the degree of inequality in the beliefs of the agents in the population, which is precisely the meaning of Belief Distribution.

5.45 When we compare Pluriformity with the components in the one-dimensional low Normative Redistribution case, we see that it is not orthogonal but contrary to the Normative Redistribution parameter. But how can a latent or independent parameter emerge in a simulation system? This can be answered as follows. When Normative Redistribution has reached its saturation level, the stochastic nature of agent actions in the simulation model still generates variety in the model states (the values of the dependent variables after 200 cycles) of the experiment. The dependencies that emerge in this situation, depend only on the peculiarities of the underlying game. Principal component analysis reveals a possible explanatory component (causing force) for these dependencies in DIAL.

5.46 More components are relevant in the case of high Normative Redistribution; we also plotted the first component Pluriformity against two other components (Figure 32). It shows that the third component is to a degree synonymous with Importance Distribution and the fourth component is Argumentative Redistribution, which is highly independent of the other parameters. So the other principal components are the already known independent parameters.
Figure 31: Factormap computed by for low (left) and high Normative Redistribution(right).

Figure 32: Factormap for (A) the first and third principal component and (B) the first and fourth principal component.

Table 3: Factor loadings low Normative Redistribution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>comp 1</th>
<th>comp 2</th>
<th>comp 3</th>
<th>comp 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normative Redistribution</td>
<td>-0.043130</td>
<td>0.816307</td>
<td>0.135318</td>
<td>0.073938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argumentative Redistribution</td>
<td>0.023861</td>
<td>-0.016411</td>
<td>0.016871</td>
<td>0.115345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial Distribution</td>
<td>-0.304245</td>
<td>-0.132709</td>
<td>0.045772</td>
<td>-0.256649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reputation Distribution</td>
<td>0.885499</td>
<td>-0.441814</td>
<td>0.054505</td>
<td>0.146949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Belief</td>
<td>-0.970050</td>
<td>-0.139624</td>
<td>-0.170281</td>
<td>0.044717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief Distribution</td>
<td>0.966660</td>
<td>0.139989</td>
<td>0.180188</td>
<td>-0.039016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Importance</td>
<td>0.689351</td>
<td>0.155347</td>
<td>-0.464526</td>
<td>-0.202780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance Distribution</td>
<td>-0.084827</td>
<td>-0.100561</td>
<td>0.565485</td>
<td>-0.155203</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Factor loadings high Normative Redistribution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>comp 1</th>
<th>comp 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normative Redistribution</td>
<td>0.886677</td>
<td>0.279955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argumentative Redistribution</td>
<td>-0.023683</td>
<td>-0.033705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial Distribution</td>
<td>0.635191</td>
<td>-0.144248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reputation Distribution</td>
<td>-0.861629</td>
<td>-0.283399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Belief</td>
<td>0.928792</td>
<td>-0.387833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief Distribution</td>
<td>-0.910489</td>
<td>0.398225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Importance</td>
<td>-0.856628</td>
<td>-0.098496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance Distribution</td>
<td>0.755080</td>
<td>0.309945</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.1 In our model we observe that, when dialogues do not play an important role in the agent society (high Normative Redistribution and low Argumentative Redistribution), clusters are formed on the basis of a common opinion. It turns out that the lack of communication between clusters enables the emergence of extreme opinions. On the other hand, when the outcomes of dialogues do play an important role (low Normative Redistribution and high Argumentative Redistribution), the formation of clusters based on a common opinion is suppressed and a variety of opinions remains present.

6.2 Principal Component Analysis has provided new information in addition to the established correlations:
1. The direction of causation can be established. Normative Redistribution decreases Reputation Distribution, which has a negative influence on Average Belief and a positive influence on Belief Distribution. And a higher Average Belief (extremeness) leads to more Spatial Distribution.
2. Pluriformity is a latent parameter which is the most important factor in the high Normative Redistribution runs. This is counterintuitive; we would expect that Normative Redistribution would be the most important factor.
3. When Normative Redistribution is low, DIAL provides a one-dimensional model with strong dependencies between Normative Redistribution and all the dependent parameters.
4. In the high Normative Redistribution runs the strong correlations between Normative Redistribution and the dependent parameters disappear and the working of a latent force is revealed, which correlates strongly with the strongly coupled Average Belief-Belief Distribution pair, which corresponds to the negative extremism scale. We called this force Pluriformity.
5. Argumentative Redistribution is the second component (explaining 13% of the variance) in the low Normative Redistribution range. It has more influence on Reputation Distribution and Average Importance in the high Normative Redistribution runs.
6. Spatial Distribution seems to be directly influenced by Normative Redistribution. In the low Normative Redistribution area, but this effect completely disappears in the high Normative Redistribution area. Then it is correlated to extremism in the pluralism scale.

6.3 Social Judgement Theory (Sherif & Hovland 1961) describes the conditions under which a change of attitudes takes place by assimilation and contrast effects. In DIAL assimilation to the environment is the source of changes in opinions. We reward well-adapted agents and/or agents who win debates with a higher reputation status. Together with homophily (Suls et al. 2002; Lazarsfeld & Merton 1954), which is implemented in the move behaviour, it results in clustering. Contrast effects emerge indirectly as a result of this form of segregation: in future work we will investigate an agent model with an acceptance-rejection strategy for uterances based on (Huett et al. 2008; Heigelmann & Krause 2002).

6.4 In DIAL the development of extremization of opinions Franks et al. (2008); Deffuant et al. (2002); Deffuant (2006) is caused by the way the acceptance function is defined. Once segregation (spatial distribution) has taken place and agents are not confronted anymore with uterances of different minded agents, the agent's opinion is bound to extremize with each utterance of a neighbouring agent. This explains the negative correlation between Spatial Distribution and Belief Distribution (pluriformity) (see Figures 26 and 27). In our experiments we consider only one proposition. When we extend the simulation to more than one proposition, it will be more complicated for agents to avoid different-minded agents, which will hinder the extremization process (Dyksza et al. 2010).

Reputation Distribution and its relation with norms was studied by Sabater-Mir et al. (2006) and Conte & Paolucci (2003). DIAL shows that Reputation Distribution is inhibited by the influence of norms in the low-force-of-Norms case. This negative influence even exists in the high force-of-Norms runs, although the inhibition by pluriformity is more important (Figures 26 and 27). Reputation Distribution cannot be considered as an incentive to cooperation as in Sabater-Mir et al. (2006), because there is a negative correlation with Spatial Distribution: Brandt et al. (2003) and McElreath (2003) note that in games agent's reputation serves to protect him from attacks. Reputation Distribution has the same result in DIAL. The number of attacks drops in runs when Reputation Distribution is high.

6.5 The interaction between opinion- and social network-dynamics, which is the basis of Carley (1989) and Festinger (1954), functions also in DIAL, but in circumstances with a low degree of Spatial Distribution a social structure is practically absent and social contacts are almost random.

Concluding Remarks and Future Work

7.1 We have presented DIAL, a cognitive agent-based model of group communication. Agents are involved in a dialogue game in which they gamble reputation points on the truth of a statement. Dialogue conflicts are resolved by appealing to surrounding agents in such a way that the more supported statement wins the dialogue. Our model shows the radicalisation in clusters through extremization of individual opinions of agents in Normative Redistribution models and this phenomenon is prevented in Argumentative Redistribution models. This process is based on two simple ingredients: movement in topic space, and communication with others in dialogues. The movement in topic space ensures that agents interact with others dynamically and that they are able to align themselves with others of similar opinions. Extreme opinions are typical for isolated clusters. To extrapolate the results from our model simulations to current society, we may tentatively conclude that, as far as social media like Twitter and Facebook are about creating an open society, they might be an effective weapon in fighting extremism.

7.2 An important question is:
Is DIAL realistic enough to reflect the social processes in human society?
In future research we plan to answer this question by testing more social, psychological and communicational aspects in DIAL.

7.3 This paper is the first part of a trilogy. In the second part we will investigate the extension of DIAL with Fuzzy Logic to represent agent attitudes (Dyksza et al. 2010). We will introduce a set of a partial orderings on statements, which serves as the domain of the linguistic variables for the corresponding fuzzy sets. With this extension, changes of opinions can be expressed according to Social Judgement Theory (Sherif & Hovland 1961).

7.4 In a third part of our research program, we will investigate how aware agents need to be of their role in the social process, in order to explain phenomena such as the extremization of opinions in society. Does it really make a difference whether they possess the ability to reason about other agents' beliefs or not? After adding these new ingredients, we intend to investigate what would happen in a normative society, which has moved to an extreme position, when it is suddenly confronted with previously unused information flows like those provided by social media. For example, would this sudden open communication result in a strong force towards a plump society, or not? Rephrased in actual terms: could the North-African revolutions, which were facilitated by social media, result in a strong force towards a plump society or not?

Appendix A
The 2-dimensional logic of Belnap & Anderson
A 2-dimensional Belnap & Anderson logic has been designed for a slightly simpler case (Belnap 3). Suppose an agent has no prior knowledge about a certain statement and asks two or more agents a yes - no question about the matter. What are information states the agent may achieve? Belnap and Anderson considered four outcomes that the agent could get:

1. no answer at all ({{}}, also denoted by 0 ), the agent still has no clue,
2. some answers were yes and there weren't any no's ({{true}}) - the agent believes its true,
3. some answers were no and there weren't any yes's ({{false}}) - the agent believes it's false - and
4. some answered yes and some answered no ({{false; true}}), also denoted by 1 , the information is contradictory.

A similar four-valued logic is also used as a starting point by (Szalas & Szalas 53) for the definition of a paraconsistent logic.

When we represent the information states by pairs (p, k) with p, k ∈ [0, 1], with p = 1 meaning "there is a yes" and p = 0 meaning "there is no yes" and similar for k , then we have our 2-dimensional logic reduced to four values. Ginsberg, in (Restall 45) notice a relation between these values along two parameters similar to what we did above. He calls it the amount of belief in a value p and the amount of information k (for knowledge). Corresponds with our notion of evidence, the degree of belief an agent has in the statement, and it corresponds with ≈ importance, although it has a different interpretation. Both relations are partial orders, denoted by ≤ k and ≤ p respectively.

In Figure 33 (a) the area inside the square represents the possible belief values an agent may assign to a statement. The arrows have a special meaning: increasingbelief and increasing importance as a simultaneous move on the R- and P-axis.
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When does $N$ Depending on the value of this $0.5$
For a better understanding of the definition of $+$ (1 - $e$)
These requirements are met by the following definitions:

$$A_1(e_1, i_1), (e_2, i_2) = (A_1(e_1, e_2), A_1(e_1, i_1), (e_2, i_2)).$$

Before we give the definition of $A_2$ and $A_3$, we formulate some requirements:

1. $A$ is continuous, i.e., small changes in its independent values lead to small changes in the result;
2. $A_2$ is monotonic, i.e., when its independent values increase, the result increases;
3. $A$ is symmetric, i.e., $A(e_1, i_1), (e_2, i_2) = A(e_2, i_2), (e_1, i_1)$;
4. $A_2$ commutes with the negation function $\neg x$, i.e., $A(1 - e_1, 1 - e_2) = 1 - A(e_1, e_2)$;
5. $A_2$ is confirmative: similar evidence is reinforced, contradicting evidence is weakened, i.e.,

$$A_2(e_1, e_2) \leq e_1 \leq e_2 \leq 0.5,$$

$$A_2(e_1, e_2) \geq e_1 \geq e_2 \geq 0.5,$$

$$e_1 \leq A_2(e_1, e_2) \leq e_2 \text{ if } e_1, e_2 \leq 0.5 \text{ and } e_1, e_2 \geq 0.5,$$

$$6. A_4$ is controversial: similar evidence leads to weakening of importance, contradicting evidence leads to strengthening of importance, so

$$A_4(e_1, i_1), (e_2, i_2) \leq 0.5(i_1 + i_2) \text{ if } e_1, e_2 \leq 0.5 \text{ or } e_1, e_2 \geq 0.5,$$

$$A_4(e_1, i_1), (e_2, i_2) \geq 0.5(i_1 + i_2) \text{ if } e_1 \leq 0.5 \text{ or } e_2 \leq 0.5.$$

These requirements are met by the following definitions:

$$A_2(e_1, e_2) = 2e_1e_2 \quad \text{if } e_1, e_2 \leq 0.5$$

$$= 2e_1 + 2e_2 + 2e_1e_2 - 1 \text{ if } e_1, e_2 \geq 0.5$$

$$= e_1 + e_2 - 0.5 \quad \text{otherwise}$$

and

$$A_4(e_1, i_1), (e_2, i_2) = 0.5(i_1 + i_2) + 0.125(2e_1 - 1)(2e_2 - 1)(2i_1 - 1)(2i_2 - 1).$$

Checking the requirements for $A_2$ is straightforward, except for the second case in the confirmativity requirements. For this, we observe if $e_1, e_2 \geq 0.5$ then $A_2(e_1, e_2) = 2e_1 + 2e_2 - 2e_1e_2 - 1 = e_1 + e_2 - 0.5$, and similar for $A_2(e_1, e_2) \geq e_2$.

For a better understanding of the definition of $A_4$, we observe that $0.25(2e_1 - 1)(2e_2 - 1)$ plays the role of agreement factor $\beta$, ranging from $-1$ to $1$: it is positive when $e_1, e_2 > 0.5$ or $e_1, e_2 < 0.5$, negative when $0.5$ is between $e_1$ and $e_2$ and zero when $e_1$ or $e_2$ equals $0.5$. We can define $A_4$ also using $\beta$:

$$A_4(e_1, i_1), (e_2, i_2) = \frac{i_1 + i_2 + \beta(2i_1i_2 - i_1 - i_2)}{2}.$$

Depending on the value of this agreement factor, the value of $A_4(e_1, i_1), (e_2, i_2)$ ranges from $i_1 + i_2 - i_2/2$ when $c = 1$ via $0.5(i_1 + i_2)$ when $c = 0$ to $i_2/2$ when $c = 1$.

Moreover, we have the following limit properties of $A$. Suppose we have a sequence $(e_0, i_0), (e_1, i_1), (e_2, i_2), \ldots$, abbreviated by $(e_0, i_0) \in M$. We consider the result sequence $(e_n, i_n) \in M$, obtained by repeatedly applying $A$:

$$(e_0, i_0) = (e_0, i_0)$$

$$(e_{n+1}, i_{n+1}) = A((e_n, i_n), (e_{n+1}, i_{n+1})) \text{ for all } n \in N$$

When does $(e_n, i_n) \in M$ converge to a limit? To formulate some properties, we use the following notion:
sequence \( (x_n) \in \mathbb{N} \) is well below \( a \) if there is a \( b < a \) and a \( m \in \mathbb{N} \) such that \( x_n \leq b \) for all \( n \geq m \);

and 'well above \( a \)' is defined similarly. Now we have:

1. If \( f_n(a \in \mathbb{N}) \) is well below 0.5, then the result sequence of \( (f_n, a\in \mathbb{N}) \) converges to the limit (0,0);
2. If \( f_n(a \in \mathbb{N}) \) is well above 0.5, then the result sequence of \( (f_n, a\in \mathbb{N}) \) converges to the limit (1,0).

## Appendix C

### Description of the Model Parameters

A brief description of the independent and dependent parameters is given here: for the implementation details see the listing of the DIAL program.

### Independent parameters:

1. number-of-agents: The number of the agents in a simulation.
2. number-of-propositions: The number of the propositions the agents talk about in a simulation. In this case number-of-propositions = 1.
3. Force-of-Arguments (informational-conformity): Determines the degree in which the agent's reputation is determined by winning and losing debates.
4. Force-of-Norms (normative conformity): The degree in which the reputation is determined by the similarity with its environment.

### Parameters influencing the choice of actions:

The following parameters determine the probability that an agent will chose the corresponding action:

1. change-announce: Utter an announcement.
2. chance-walk: Movement in the topic space.
3. change-attack: Attack. A recently heard announcement. (The most different one from the own opinion with the highest probability)
4. change-question: Ask another agent about its opinion.
5. change-change-strategy: Probability of changing the walking direction (away from, or towards friends or perpendicular to the best friends' position).
6. chance-learn-by-neighbour: Learn from the nearest neighbour.
7. chance-learn-by-environment: Learn from the average opinion on the agents' location.
8. chance-mutation: Change (a.\( \rightarrow \)) values of an opinion to a random value.

### Parameters influencing behaviour:

1. loudness: Determines the distance that a message can travel for anonymous communication. Anonymous communication affects the environment (patches) and indirectly its inhabitants through the learn-by-environment.
2. visual-horizon: Determines the maximum distance to other agents who's messages can be heard (including the sender, which is necessary for attacking.
3. undirectedness: Randomness of the direction of movement.
4. stepsize: Maximum distance traveled during a walk.

### Parameters influencing reputation:

1. incompensatory: Penalty for having inconsistent opinions.
2. lack-of-principle-penalty: Penalty for uttering statements that do not reflect the agent's true opinion.

### Parameters influencing opinion:

1. neutral-importance: The level of importance the environment returns to when no announcements are made and past announcements will be forgotten. (Typically 0.5)
2. attraction: The largest distance in the evidence value of an uttered proposition and the evidence value of the same proposition of a receiving agent for which the receiver is inclined to adjust its opinion.
3. rejection: The shortest distance in the evidence value of an uttered proposition and the evidence value of the same proposition of a receiving agent for which the receiver is inclined to attack the uttered proposition.
4. winthreshold: The minimal difference between the evidence value of the proponent's - and the opponent's proposition that forces the loser of the debate to change its opinion immediately (instead of indirectly via learning by environment or learning by neighbour).

### Parameters influencing memory:

1. forgetspeed: The speed the evidence- and importance-values of the agents' opinion converges to neutral values (typically 0.5).
2. neutral-importance: (May differ from 0.5)

### Dependent parameters:

1. Reputation Distribution: The inequality (gini) of the distribution of reputation over the agent population (report-authority).
2. Spatial Distribution: Degree of clustering of the agents (report-clustering).
3. Average Belief: Mean deviation of the evidence from the neutral value (0.5) (report-eopop).
4. Belief Distribution: Gini-evidence of the deviation of the evidence from the neutral value (0.5) (report-ginievid).
5. Mean importance of the opinion (report-iopop).
6. Average importance: Mean importance of the opinion (report-giniimp).

## Appendix D

```
extensions [array]
turtles-own [ props ; a list of pairs: < evidence importance > ; the evidence of the p-th proposition is: first item p props
; the importance of the p-th proposition is: second item p props
init-props ; a list of pairs: < evidence importance > the initial values
announcements ; a list of 4-tuples: < key < evidence importance> ticks reputation>
attacks ; a list of pairs: < attacking-agent prop >
questions ; a list of pairs: < requesting-agent prop >
profit-strategy ; list of learned profits for each strategy
profit-size ; prior size for profit
; the reputation of an agent is represented by its size
] patches-own [pprops]
globals [ ]
```
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delta ; a small value
action-prob-pairs ; a list of odds-action pairs, number-of-props ; the proposition which is pictured in the world current-prop ; one for each behavioral alternative total-odds ; the sum of the odds of all behavioral alternatives change-reputation ; the change of the sum of the reputation of all agents total-reputation ; the sum of the reputation of all agents filename
agentsorderedatstart ; for reporting purposes strategy-shapes ; a list of shapes, one for each strategy

to-report second [l]
report item 1 l
end
to-report zip [l m]
ifelse empty? l ![report l]
[report fput (list (first l) (first m)) (zip (butfirst l) (butfirst m))]
end
to-report sign [x]
ifelse x >= 0 ![report 1]
[report -1]
end

to-report agreementfactor [e1 e2]
report (2 * e1 - 1) * (2 * e2 - 1)
end
to-report accepte [e1 e2]
ifelse e1 < 0.5 ![ifelse e2 < 0.5 ![report 2 * e1 * e2]
[report e1 + e2 - 0.5]
]
ifelse e2 < 0.5 ![report e1 + e2 - 0.5]
[
report 2 * e1 + 2 * e2 - 2 * e1 * e2 - 1
]
]
to-report accepti [agree i1 i2]
report (i1 + i2 + agree * (2 * i1 * i2 - i1 - i2)) / 2
end

to announce-patch [agnt loc evid imp]; patch procedure; input agent is a turtle
let rsquared (distance agnt + 1) ^ 2
let pevid first item loc pprops
let pimp second item loc pprops
let agree (agreementfactor evid pevid)
set pevid 0.5 + ((accepte evid pevid) - 0.5 + rsquared * (pevid - 0.5)) / (rsquared + 1)
set pimp ((accepti agree imp pimp) + rsquared * pimp) / (rsquared + 1)
set pprops replace-item loc pprops (list pevid pimp)
end
to-report forget-pevidence [pevidence]
report pevidence - sign (pevidence - 0.5) * forgetspeed
end
to-report forget-pimportance [pimportance]
report pimportance - sign (pimportance - neutral-importance) * forgetspeed
end
to update-announcement [w p ev i ] ; w = sender, p = proposition
        ; update memory
let key number-of-agents * p + w
let loc find-location key announcements
ifelse loc != false [
    set announcements
    replace-item loc announcements (list key (list ev i) ticks)
    ; do something with reputation
] [
    set announcements fput (list key (list ev i) ticks) announcements
] ; now the SJT type attraction and rejection
let evidence first item p props
let importance second item p props
let agree (agreementfactor evidence ev)
if agree > 1 - attraction [
    setopinion p (list (accepte evidence ev) (accepti agree importance i))
] ; accept p
if agree < rejection - 1 [
    setopinion p (list (accepte evidence (1 - ev))
                 (accepti (agreementfactor evidence (1 - ev)) importance i))
]  ; attack agent w on p
end

to-report find-location [a b]
    report position a (map [first ?] b)
end

to forget-announcements
    ; all announcements older than 10 ticks are forgotten
    let yesterday ticks - 10
    set announcements filter [ yesterday < item 2  ?]  announcements
end

; initialization and the main loop
;;;;to-report random-prop ; to create a proposition with random evidence
;;;;and importance values, used in setup
;;;;report list  (random-float 1) (random-float 1)
;;;;end
to setup
    clear-all
    reset-ticks
    set delta 1e-5
    set number-of-props number-of-propositions
    set current-prop min (list (position current-proposition
                                    ['a' 'b' 'c' 'd' 'e' 'f' 'g' 'h' 'i' 'j']) (number-of-props - 1))
    ;; create turtles with random locations, evidence and importance values
    set strategy-shapes ['circle' "default" "face happy"]
    set-default-shape turtles "circle"
    ask patches [ set pcolor blue
                    set pprops[]
                    repeat number-of-props [ set pprops fput (list 0.5 neutral-importance) pprops]
                ]
crt number-of-agents [
    setxy random-xcor random-ycor
    set props generateopinions
    set init-props props
    set announcements []
    set attacks []
    set questions []
    set color scale-color yellow first (item current-prop props) 1 0
    set label who
    set label-color 66
    set size (random-float 2) + 1
    set profit-strategy [0 0 0]
    ]
    set total-reputation sum [size] of turtles
    setup-plot
    ; update-plotfile ;; !!!!!!!!
end
to-report incr-total-odds [ee]
    set total-odds total-odds + ee
    report total-odds
end
to-report find-action [c l]
    while [c > first (first l) ] [set l but-first l]
    report first l
end
to go
    ; Determine the chances of all agent actions according to the values
    ; of the global parameters, chance-announce, chance-question, chance-attack,
    ; chance-walk, chance-learn-by-neighbour, chance-learn-by-environment,
    ; chance-mutation and chance-change-strategy
    set total-odds 0
    set action-prob-pairs (map [list (incr-total-odds ?1) ?2]
                            (list chance-announce chance-question chance-attack chance-walk
                                 chance-learn-by-neighbour chance-learn-by-environment
                                 chance-mutation chance-change-strategy))
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(list "announce" "question" "attack" "walk" "learn-by-neighbour"
"learn-by-environment" "mutate" "change-strategy")

set change-reputation 0
ask turtles [act]
; The forgetting of anonymous information
ask patches [ ; to forget
set pprops map [
  list (forget-pevidence first ?) (forget-pimportance second ?)]
pprops ]
; Rounding off: forget announcements, answer some questions which were put
; in this cycle and reply some attacks made by other agents in this cycle.
; These three actions are different from the previous ones by the fact that
; they are performed each cycle, so they are not subject to some choice
; constrained by global parameters.
ask turtles [forget-announcements
  answer-questions
  reply-attacks ]
; The change of reputation is normalized so that the sum of the reputations
; of all agents (total-reputation) remains constant over time.
let f total-reputation / (total-reputation + change-reputation)
ask turtles [set size max (list 0 (size * f))]
show-world
tick
end

to-report similar-attitude [a b]
report sum (map [agreementfactor first ?1 first ?2] a b)
end
to act
set prior-size size
run second (find-action (random-float total-odds) action-prob-pairs)
let sim normative-conformity * similar-attitude props pprops /
  number-of-propositions
  - lack-of-princ-penalty * similar-attitude props init-props /
  number-of-propositions
if size + sim > delta [
  set change-reputation change-reputation + sim
]
foreach [0 1 2] [
  ifelse item ? strategy-shapes = shape [
    set profit-strategy
    replace-item ? profit-strategy (size - prior-size)
  ]
  set profit-strategy
  replace-item ? profit-strategy (item ? profit-strategy + delta)
]
end

; The Agent’s Actions
to announce
if size > announce-threshold [
; select a proposition with likelihood proportional to importance
let announce-odds sum map [second ?] props
let choice random-float announce-odds
let w who
let evidence (first item p props +
  firmness-of-principle * first item p init-props) /
  (firmness-of-principle + 1)
let importance (second item p props +
  firmness-of-principle * second item p init-props) /
  (firmness-of-principle + 1)
let loud random-float loudness * size
ask other turtles with [distance myself < loud]
  [ update-announcement w p evidence importance]
ask patches with [distance myself < loud]
  [ announce-patch myself p evidence importance]
]
end

to question
let imp map [second ?] props
let max-imp-question position max imp imp
; my most important proposition
let candidate one-of other turtles with [distance myself < visual-horizon]
if candidate != nobody
  ; ask a passer-by
  ask candidate [http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/16/3/4.html]
to answer-questions
  if not empty? questions
    let q one-of questions
    let ag first q
    let ag-dist distance ag
    let w who
    ; let pps props
    let evidence first (item (second q) props)
    let importance second (item (second q) props)
    ask others turtles with [distance myself <= ag-dist]
      [ update-announcement w (second q) evidence importance]
    ; ask patches with [distance ag < loud ]
      [ announce-patch ag (second q) evidence importance]
    set questions []
  end
end
to-report agrees [v]
  let i floor (first v / number-of-agents)
  let t (first v) mod number-of-agents
  ifelse [size] of turtle t < announce-threshold or distance turtle t < visual-horizon
    [ report 1]
    [ report agreementfactor (first item i props) first second v]
end
to attack
  ; attack an agent who made an announcement this agent disagrees with most
  if size > announce-threshold and not empty? announcements
    ; rank the announcements for attack
    let agree (map [agrees ?] announcements)
    let loc position (min agree) agree
    let key 0
    if item loc agree < 0
      set key first (item loc announcements)
    ask turtle (key mod number-of-agents)
      [ set attacks fput (list myself floor (key / number-of-agents)) attacks]
    show (word self " attacks " (key mod number-of-agents))
  end
to reply-attacks
  ; select one of the attacks for a reply
  if size > 1
    let pr filter [[size] of first ? > 1] attacks
    ; only attacks one of the agents who have sufficient reputation
    if not empty? pr
      let a one-of pr
      let p second a
      let epro first item p [props] of first a
      let ipro second item p [props] of first a
      let eop first item p props
      let iop second item p props of first a
      let eprenv (first item p pprops + first item p pprops of first a) / 2
      let win 0
      ifelse agreementfactor epro eprenv > agreementfactor eop eprenv
        [ set win ipro * epro * informational-conformity][
          set win (- ipro * (1 - epro) * informational-conformity)]
      ifelse win > 0 [set win min (list win (delta + [size] of first a))]
        [ set win max (list win (-(size + delta)))]
    set size size + win
    ask first a [set size size - win]
    ifelse win > 0 [ask patches with [distance first a < loudness]
      [announce-patch first a p epro ipro]]
  ; update the beliefs of the proponent and the opponent
  let agree (agreementfactor epro eop)
  ifelse win > 1 - winthreshold
    ; setopinion p (list (accepte epro epro) (accepti agree ipro ipro))
    ask first a [setopinion p (list (accepte epro eop) (accepti agree ipro ipro))]
  if else win < winthreshold - 1 [setopinion p (list (accepte epro epro) (accepti agree ipro ipro))]
    ; ask first a [setopinion p (list (accepte epro eop) (accepti agree ipro ipo))]
  show (word self " replies attack on " p " of " first a " and wins " win)
set attacks []
; ask my-in-links [die]
end
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to walk
  find-direction
  rt random-undirectedness - random-undirectedness
  fd random-float stepsize
end

to find-direction
  ; find a direction according to the selected strategy
  ; 1: (shape = circle) towards the area that corresponds best with the agent's
  ;   opinion
  ; 2: (shape = default) perpendicular towards the most corresponding area
  ; 3: (shape = face happy) away from the most corresponding area
  let p props
  let b 0
  ifelse (shape = "face happy")
    [set b min-one-of patches in-radius visual-horizon [similar-attitude p pprops]]
    [set b max-one-of patches in-radius visual-horizon [similar-attitude p pprops]]
  if b = nobody [face b]
  if shape = "default" [ifelse random 2 = 0 [right 90][left 90]]
end
to change-strategy
  ; select the first strategy with the highest profit for the its reputation
  let i position max profit-strategy profit-strategy
  set shape item i strategy-shapes
end
to learn-by-neighbour
  let nb one-of turtles-on neighbors
  if nb = nobody [
    let i random number-of-props
    let evidence first item i props
    let importance second item i props
    let ev first (item i [props] of nb)
    let imp second (item i [props] of nb)
    let agree (agreementfactor evidence ev)
    setopinion i (list (accepte evidence ev) (accepti agree importance imp))
  ]
end
to learn-by-environment
  ; adapt belief values of a proposition to the values of the environment
  ; with a chance proportional it the importance of the propositions
  let prop-odds sum map [second ?] props
  let choice random-float prop-odds
  let p 0
  let choice-inc second first props
  while [choice > choice-inc] [
    set p p + 1
    set choice-inc choice-inc + second item p props
  ]
  setopinion p (item p pprops)
end
to mutate
  ; change the belief values of a random proposition to random values
  setopinion (random number-of-props) (list (random-float 1) (random-float 1))
end
to report-eopop
  report mean [abs (2 * first item preferredopinion props - 1)] of turtles
end
to report-iopop
  report mean [second item preferredopinion props] of turtles
end
to report-ginievid
  report gini [abs (2 * first item preferredopinion props - 1)] of turtles
end
to report-giniimp
  report gini [abs (2 * second item preferredopinion props - 1)] of turtles
end
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to-report report-authority
report gini [size] of turtles
end

to-report gini [Lin] ;; expects a list of values.
; Orders by the lowest rank first (or highest value)
let L sort-by [?1 > ?2] Lin
let N length L
if N <= 1 [report 0]
let i 0
let numerator 0
while [i < N ] [
  set numerator numerator + (i + 1) * (item i L)
  set i i + 1
]
let u mean L
ifelse u = 0 [report 0] [
  report (N + 1) / (N - 1) - 2 * numerator / (N * (N - 1) * u)
]
end

; Spatial Distribution.
to-report clustering ;; Spatial Distribution
report 1 - mean [avg-dist] of turtles / visual-horizon
end

to-report avg-dist
let m mean [distance myself] of turtles in-radius visual-horizon
ifelse m = 0 [report 1] [report m]
end

to-report ranks [n L] ;; n = number of classes, L = data
; if L = [] [set L [1]]
let al n-values n [0]
let c 1
if max l != 0 [set c 0.999 * n / max L]
let ar array:from-list al
foreach L [ let v floor (c * ?) array:set ar v (array:item ar v) + 1]
report array:to-list ar
end

to update-plot ;; Plot the parameter values for each cycle.
;; (For Figures 6 to 9)
let tmp 0
set-current-plot "Distribution of Evidence"
histogram [first item current-prop props] of turtles
set-current-plot "Importance Distribution"
histogram [second item current-prop props] of turtles
set-current-plot plottitle
set-current-plot-plot "Reputation Distribution" ;; black
set-current-plot-plot "Spatial Distribution" ;; "friend ratio" ;; green
set-current-plot-plot "Average Belief" ;; blue
set-current-plot-plot "Belief Distribution" ;; yellow
set-current-plot-plot "Average Importance" ;; green
set-current-plot-plot "Importance Distribution" ;; yellow
end

Notes

1. Dexia refers to a Franco-Belgian financial institution, which was partially nationalized by the Belgian state in October 2011.

2. In 2008, Jeremy Clarkson showed a track test of a Tesla Roadster car on the BBC program Top Gear, which included a battery that went flat after 55 miles, just over a quarter of Tesla’s claimed range; the program led to a libel charge by the manufacturer in 2011.

3. Over a number of years, in 2006–2011, a number of Turkish immigrants were killed in Germany, and the police thought that the perpetrators might form a mysterious Turkish criminal network. Finally it turned out in 2011 that the murderers actually were a small group of Neo-Nazis.

4. The Hofstad Network (in Dutch: Hofstadgroep) is an Islamist group of mostly young Dutch Muslims, members of which were arrested and were tried for planning terrorist attacks.

5. The model is available at openABM.
In recent years in algorithmic social choice theory, there has been a lot of attention for different voting methods, see for example (Saari 46).
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